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S in g 1 e P i o n P r o d u c t i o n b y 1 • 9 6 - B e V / ~· K + M e s o n s * · 

Sulamith Goldhaber, William Chinowsky, Gerson Goldh.aber, 
and Thomas O'Hallorant 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley·, California 

August 18, 1965 · 

ABSTRACT 

Single pion production by K+ mesons at a momentum of 1.96 BeV/c 

is shown to lead predominantly to K)lc p and N*K final st~tes. Study of· 

the dynamics of the reaction shows that the N*K final state is produced 

almost entirely via vector ex~hange, whereas the K* p final state seems 

to be produced partly via pion exchange and partly via vector exchange. 

Numerical values in terms of Gottfried and Jackson's parameterization 

t.c 
q of the spin density matrix are given for the K'p fina1 state. Comparison 

with similar analyses at energies below and above this experiment indi

cates that a strong energy dependence of the vector meson exchange 
)'-

contributes to the K "p production. We show that the form factors used 

to fit the vector meson exchange contribution to these processes at 

3 BeV/c do not fit the data at this energy. 

. ' 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
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Single pion production by K+ mesons proceeds via three reactions: 

{1) 

{2) 

{3) 

In this Iiote.w,e .... r.eport on our study of these reactions at an incident K+ 

momentum of 1. 96 BeV /c. The results indicate that we have observed 

the phenomenon common to the inelastic channels at high 
1
energies: the 

reaction is dominated by the production o.~ quasi-two-body final states. 

We find that single pion production at this energy proceeds mainly via 

K+ + p- ~ + N* {1238) {4) 

or + ·* K + p- K (888) + p. (5) 

In Reaction {1) both these final states are produced with the largest 

. branching ratio for the decay of each resonance. It is thus perhaps not 

surprising that this is the dominant reaction in single pion production. 

We find that the decay distributions of the particles in channel (4) are in 

agreement with vector meson exchange, and in particular with the pre

dictions of a model by Stodolsky and Sakurai. 
1 

This we have shown 

earlier, 2 and--as has been observed in other experiments--at lower and 

higher energy. 3 In ~~annel (5) .the K* is produced predominantly with 

small rp.omentum transfer, suggesting a peripheral interaction. Ana- . 

1yzing the final-state decay· correlation in terms of the K* -spin density 
"' ; '\ 

. matrix as forrllulated by Gottfried and Jackson, 4 we find on comparison 

with other experiments that the vector meson exchange contribution to 

the total cross section increases with energy. 

··.!~~ 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

The experiment was carried out with the Brookhaven National 

Laboratory 20-inch hydrogen bubble chamber in the Brookhaven- Yale 

beam of the Alternating-Gradient Synchrotron. The beam design and 

. 5 
performance have been described. 

All together, 20 000 frames were exposed to a 1. 96 -BeY/ c 

. + 

. separated K beam •. The pion contamination _was determined to be 

0~25o/o. 6 We found that by scanning the film twice we could achieve a 

scanning efficiency approaching 100% for the various final states. The 

events have been measured on a digitized measuring machine (F.r.ancken-

stein) and processed with the kinematical fitting programs PANG and 

7 . 
KICK on the IBM 7090 computer. The events. have two topologies: 

(a) Two charged particles with an associated charged decay of a Y 0 

in the final state. 

An attempt was made to fit the Y 0 to the decay modes 

0 + . - 0 -
K - 1T + 1T and A - 1T + p. 

No events were found that fitted the A 0 decay mode. · Each event was 

then again examined and was accepted if the result of the kinematical 

fitting was consistent with the bubble density obse~ved on the scan table. 

No ambiguities were found among events of this topology • 

. (b) Two charged particles in the final state. 

Events in this category can be either elastic events, which are 

-
kinematically fitted with four constraints, or inelastic, which can be . 

kinematically fitted with one constraint only. Since the one-constraint . 
IJ; 

fits usually give ambiguities in the fitted events, it was nece·ssary to 
I . . 

rely on bubble density criteria to distinguish among the possible final 
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states. To do this, we have limited ·ourselves to those rolls of film in 

which the bubble density and contrast made the evaluation of track identity 

reliable. In selecting the track identity by adding ionization criteria to 

the kinematic fitting, it was possible to resolve the ambiguities in this 

topology for 80o/o of the events. The remaining 20o/o of this sample of 

events are selected on the basis of the lowest X 2 value for the kinematic 

fitting. These events are found to fall into the different final states in 

ratios consistent with the unambiguous events. The cross sections are 

determined by normalizing to the events belonging to topology {a). These 

6 have appeared elsewhere. 
' \ 

We used the e;vents from Reaction ( 1) with visible K 0 decays to 

determine the mass resolution in the experiment as well as to check the 

entire analysis procedure. We fitted these events by considering the K 0 

decay as having occurred at·~the primary vertex, simulating the reac~ion 

+ + - + K +p-1T 1T 1T p. We then calculated the invariant mass of the appropriate 

,; 1T+1T- pair. In order to study the mass resolution for one-constraint fits the 

1T- track was deleted from the fitting program for this sample of events. 

The weighted mean value of the K 0 mass for the four-constraint fit is 
. . 

499.0 :,t:0.2 MeV, and for the one-constra;int fit 498.0::1:0.5 MeV •. The error 

quoted in both cases is statistical only. The full width at half maximum 

for four-constraint fits is 7.4 MeV, and for one-constraint fits 21.8 MeV. 

The comparison of the experimental resolution for one-constraint and four"' 

constraint fits is shown in Fig. 1. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The Dalitz plots for the three r'eactions, {1), (2), and (3), are. 

· shown in Fig. 2. Reactions (1) and (2) :ean proceed via the resonant final 

* * . . + * states K p and KN , while Reaction (3) can proceed only via K N ; 

nonresonating background also contributes to each. An inspection of the 

Dalitz plots shows clearly that Reactions·~ (1) and (2) are dominated by 

. resonance formation. In order to examine these processes in detail we 

shall in what foll~ws concentrate on Reaction (1). 8 

To separate the events into two final states we have made use of 

a technique introduced by Eberhard and Pripstein. 9 For each event in 

one of the resonant bands outside the overlap region of the two resonances 

we have defined a conjugate mass by reversing the direction of the par-

ticles forming the resonance in the rest system of the resonance. 

Although this does not change the invariant ~ass of the resonating pa.ir, 

it does give another value for the mass of the nonresonating pair. If the 

resonance is a pure state, parity conservation gives the mass -conjugate 

state an equal' probability of being formed. We can now examine the 

overlap region for possible interferences between the two resonances by' 

removing all events in the overlap region and repopulating this region 

·.with the mass-conjugated events. By this procedure we remove 100 

·events and repopulate the region with 103 events. This result indicates 

that the interference between the two final states is small, a·nd we neglect 

it. In our analysis we examine the decay distributions of the K* and N* 

* . *' 
resonances. When we examine the K we remove the effect of the N 

events by s'ubttacting the conj1.,1gated N>:C events {or for N*, the effect 
'i 

* ~ * of the K by subtracting the conjugated K ) •. 
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We find for Reaction (1) that 29o/o of the final state corresponds to 

K*p and 49o/o t~ K 0 N):c. The remaining 22o/o of the events in this channel 

are not associated with a specific resonance formation, and are thus 

attributed to "phase space." The corresponding cross sections are 

respectively 1.3 ± 0.2, 2.3:1: 0.3, and 1.0:1:0.2 mb. The cross sections 

* )',c for these channels were obtained by defining the K and N bands by 

840 ~ M 0 + ~ 940 MeV and 1120 .~ M + ~ 1320 MeV respectively • 
. K 'IT p 'IT . . 

(a) The final state K 0 N):'; N):'++ - p1T+. 

This final state cannot be produced with one-pion exchange with-

out violating parity or angular momentun1 conservation at the KK'IT vertex •. 
! 

The simplest process involving a single -particle exchange, therefore, 

must be a vector-meson exchange. Stodolsky and Sakurai 1 have pro

posed an analogy between the photoproduction of the N* and production 
):c 

of an N by a virtual p meson. This predicts an M1 - P 3; 2 coupling 
):c 

at the ppN vertex. {Isoscalar exchange such as an w is forbidden 

for this charge configuration.) The distribution W predicted by this 

model for the angle y between the normal to the production plane and 

the direction of the decay pion in the rest frame of the N):c is 

2 W(cosy) = 1 + 3 cosy.· 

The predic'tion for the Treiman- Yang angle. <j> is 

W (<!>) ; 1 + 2 sin2
qi. 

{6) 

{7) 

The experimental distributions are compared with the theoretical pre-

dictions in Fig. 3. The shaded area represents the result after the 
):c 

mass-conjugated K event's which are in the double resonant region 

are subtracted~ These angular distributions are in good agreement with 

the proposed model, as has been observed ~other experiments. 3 
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Jackson and Piikhun, 10 using the 
1

Stodolsky-Sakurai model, have. 
)!( . . 

calculated the N' -production differential cross section. It is given by 

dO' 

dn ·· M z + t:::.'l 
·p 

2 

+ 1/4 [(MP- MN*lz + az] {a z + <M:K+- MKolzl [a z + (MK+ +MKolz'J} • 

2 
·where ! 'lT' is the coupling at the meson vertex, 

l 

G2 
4'lT' is the coupling at the baryon vertex, 

q is the c. m. momentum of the K+, 

q' is the c. m. momentum of thE! K 0
' 

s is the square of the total energy of the c. m., ;.,. 

and F(t:::.) 2 is the form factor. 

A good fit to the experimental data.3 at 3 BeV/c was obtained by 

. 2 2 2 . 2 G 2 
using (8) with F(t:::. ) = exp( -!:::. /t ), t = 0. 72 BeV, and !'!T' 'fiT = 19. 

(8) 

We, have tested whether these same parameters will also fit our data at 

1.96 BeV/c. In Fig. 4 we show the differential cross section. The dashed 

curve corresponds to the evaluation o£ Eq. (8) without the inclusion of a · 

form factor, i.e., F (!:::. 2) = 1. The solid curve corresponds to (8) with· 

the parameters used at 3 BeV/c. 

It is evident from comparing th~ dashed curve with the plots o£ the 
' I -

. experimental data in Fig. 4 that some modification of the model expressed 

by (8) is required. It is also apparent that the form-factor parameterization 
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used to fit the 3':-"BeV/c experiment does h.ot fit our data. A unique 

. energy-independent form factor such as used here is thus not adequate 

to fit both sets of data. 

It has been pointed out11 that·an alternative or perhaps additional 

· modification of the simple peripheral model is called for because of the 

presence of competing inelastic reactions. 'These reactions give rise to 

a damping of the low partial-wave reaction amplitudes •. This phenomenon 

is referred to as the absorption effect. In this note we have not attempted 

to include these effects. 

{b). 
>!<+ *+ 0 + 

The final state K p; K - K lT • 

This final state can proceed via 1r, p, or w exchange. The general 

angular distribution for the decay product in the rest system of the reso

nance is, in terms of density matrix elen1ents, 
4 

W( ,!..) 3 { 2 + . 2 cos a., 't' = 4 lT p 0 , 0 cos a. p i , 1 s 1n a. 

-Pi, _1 sin
2

a. cos Z<j>- rz Re Pi, O sin2a. cos<j>), 

(9) 
+ where the z axis is the direction of the incoming K · meson in the rest 

frame of the K>:•, and the x z plane is the plane of production. Integrating 

over <j> or coso., we obtain 

W(cosa.) = ~- [{1- Po, 0 ) + (3p 0, 0 -1) cos
2
a.], (i 0) 

{11} 

In order to determine the paran1eter Re Pi, 0 of the spin density matrix 

we average ovet sin 2a. cos <j>, obtaining 

Re pi 0 = - _2_ (sin Za cos<!>) • 
' 4N2 

(12) 

. t:··. 
-~ 
iK'Tiro' 
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If absorption effects are negligible there- will be no interference between . 

pseudoscalar and vector exchange, i.e.,· Pi, 0 = 0. Furthermore Po, 0 

then measures the fraction of the total cross section proceeding by one

pion exchange. Best fits to the angular distributions are shown in Fig •. 5 • 
' ~ 

The fit has been obtained on the data from which the mass -conjugated N' 

events have been removed {shaded in the figure). From these curves we 

. obtain 

p 0 , 0 = 9. 3 0 ± 0. 0 5 and pi, _1 = 0. 18 ± 0 ~ 0 7. 

Furthermore, we find Re pi. 0 = 0,05±·0.02 from the average indicated 
I ' . 

in Eq. (i2)~· In Fig. 6 is shown the differential cross section for the 
' 

~ . + ' 
K production decayingby the K 0 rr mode. Again the predominance of 

small momentum transfer indicates a peripheral type of interaction. 

Neglecting interference effects, one can write the differential cross 

. 10 
sectlon as 

dO' 

dn 

dO' dO' 
=--p-+ v 

. where 

du 2q 1 

___£.. = 
dQ 3sq 

s is:t}?.e total energy in the c. m., squared, 

q 1 is·the c. m. momentum of the. K,\ 
q is the c. m. momentum of the K+ $ 

2K*· + ~+ 
g 4rr is the. K rr° K.. coupling constant = 0. 7 5, 

2 
G · · the Jfii' lS 

l::.. 
2 is the 

) . ~ 

-~ p.J~ coupling constant = 15, 

)',( 
.: momentum transfer to the K , 

(13) 

(14) 
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.. and 
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dP 

qt f2 

2 
3MK•:cqs 471" 

2 2 + 2 s q q1 
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f
2 . .. .. 

~)·' 

4
71" isthe .. K:V::L'l.. coupling constant, 

G 2 G 2 

G 2 
T 

471" 
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{15} 

v T . · 
4 71" and -:riT lS the vector meson-proton coupling constants. 

Comparison of the data with the shape of the differential cross 

section given by these formulae shows a poor fit, indicating the need for 

inclusion in the calculation of either the effect of absorption in the initial 

;
1 

or final state (br both) or of form factors. From the cross section for 

Reaction (1) proceeding by Olannel (5) and the value we obtained for 

p00, we estimate the partial cross sections of the pseudoscalar and 

vector-exchange contributions. T!tese are respectively 0.4::1:: 0.1 mb and 

0. 9 ::1::0.2 mb. Here we must note that experimEmtally we know only the 

integrals over the two differential cross sections and their combined shape, 

but not the individual shapes. We now ,attempt to fit the pseudoscalar and 

vector parts of the cross section by equations (14) and (15) suitably 

modified by form factors. In the case of the pseudoscalar part we modify 

Eq.· (14) by tl;le introductio~. of a forn1 fac:tor JF(A2) J
2•· Here we use the 

analytic form ·F(A
2

) = (A
2 -M~)/(A2 +A?'), where A 2 = 0.165 {BeV) 2 • 

~-. 

This form factor has been used previously to calculate the reaction 

+ >:C >:C 
K + p - K + N , which proceeds mo~:tly via one-pion exchange and has 
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given reasonable fits to the measured cross sections at 1.96 and 3.0 

BeV I c. 
12 

Upon integration of (14) with this form factor, we obtain 

a total cross section of 0.30 mb, in reasonable agreement with the 

experimental result. In order to determine the vector meson con-

tribution we have used (15) modified by the form factor, 

2 2 2 2 2 f2 
F(A ) = exp (-A /t0 ), where t 0 = 0.49 (BeV) , "4"iT 

* . and GT = 0, which, for w exchange, gave a good fit to the K produc-

tion at 3 BeV /c. 
13 

Here the integrated cross section is 0.45 mb. which is 

significantly lower than the experimental value of 0. 9 ± 0.2 mb. The 
i 

curves obtained for the pion-exchange and w-exchange contributions are 

·shown on Fig. 6 also. 

We conclude that the vector-exchange form .factor used in the 

parameterization for the 3-BeV/c data does not reproduce our data at 

1. 96 BeV /c. On the other hand, the forn1 factor and parameterization 

:;< * used for the pseudoscalar exchange in the K N final state, both at 

1. 96 and at 3 BeV / c, are in reasonable agreement with our data here. 

.::-·~. 

'· . ' 
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. FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. ·Invariant mass distribution of the pions from K1° ·decay. For . 

. one- constraint fits, the full width at half maximum is 21. 8 MeV. 

For the four-.constraint fits the ful width at half maximum is 

7.4 MeV. 

Fig. 2. Dalitz plots for the 3 body final state. The K* is defined as 

•'c 
840 .::=; MKTr .::=; 940 MeV. The ]~.(' is defined as 1120 .::=; MpTr .::=; 1320 MeV. 

Fig. 3. Decay distributions for the N·:~ in the rest system of the r/\ 
Here y is the angle between the normal to the proquction plane 

. ):c 
and the direction of the pion in the N rest system. The angle cp 

is the Treiman- Yang angle. The curves. shown are the Stodolsky

Sakurai predictions for the angles y and cp. 

Fig. 4. The N'~ differential cross section for the channel K+ +p -K0 +N* 

at 1.96 BeV/c. The curves are calculated by using {8} as described 

in the text with and without thE.~ forr.n factor. 

Fig. 5. * * Decay distributions for the K in the rest system of the K • 

The z axis is the direction of the incident K+. The y axis is 

· the production normal, "' n. The curves are the best fits of the 

spin-density matrix parameters in (10} and {11) of the text. 

Fig. 6. 
. . ' * 

The differential cross section of the K • The curves represent 

the differential cross sectiqn for (a.) pion exchange, {b) omega 

exch~nge, and {c) the sum of the 1:\J\,•o contributions. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
C~mmission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






